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About This Game

Packed Train is a casual puzzle game in which the player has to take cute little creatures of all sorts of shapes and pack them
onto a train. Yeah, it's weird, but it's sup 5d3b920ae0
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English
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train in japan. train packed lunch. packed commuter train. really packed train. packed train carriage. bangladesh packed train

Yep, it's cheap. Yep, it's kinda fun for a while. Yep, it's cute.in a weird way. Haven't seen hide nor hair of the Steam
Leaderboards touted on the game's page. Seems to be only one, yes, a whole ONE puzzle to complete via words even though in
the game there's a place to click where you can supposedly see your comleted puzzles.as in plural. Two questions asked in the
forums (whew, that's gotta be a record low for any game that's been out for 3 months) and neither with a shred of response from
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developers. Can a developer answer in shreds? No idea. If there was a rating for MEH I'd choose that.. Really fun puzzle game.
Excellent game.. Yep, it's cheap. Yep, it's kinda fun for a while. Yep, it's cute.in a weird way. Haven't seen hide nor hair of the
Steam Leaderboards touted on the game's page. Seems to be only one, yes, a whole ONE puzzle to complete via words even
though in the game there's a place to click where you can supposedly see your comleted puzzles.as in plural. Two questions
asked in the forums (whew, that's gotta be a record low for any game that's been out for 3 months) and neither with a shred of
response from developers. Can a developer answer in shreds? No idea. If there was a rating for MEH I'd choose that.. Really fun
puzzle game. Excellent game.
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